Nota Verbale

L'Ambasciata del Regno Hashemita di Giordania presenta i suoi complimenti al Ministero degli Affari Esteri e della Cooperazione Internazionale della Repubblica Italiana ed ha l'onore di allegare una comunicazione da parte dell'università giordana 'Yarmouk University', nella quale annuncia l'avvio di un programma di laurea in lingua Araba per gli stranieri "Bachelor of Arabic Language for Speakers of Other Languages" a partire dell'anno accademico 2020-2021.

L'Ambasciata chiede cortesemente al Ministero di informare i vari università e gli istituti di istruzione superiore di questa opportunità di studio presso la suddetta università giordana.

L'Ambasciata del Regno Hashemita di Giordania si avvale dell'occasione per rinnovare al Ministero degli Affari Esteri e della Cooperazione Internazionale della Repubblica Italiana i sensi della sua più alta considerazione.
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Introducing the "Bachelor of Arabic Language for Speakers of Other Languages" program.

Justifications

There were a number of justifications for the creation of this program, the most important of which are the following:

- The increasing demand of non-Arabic speakers from different countries to learn Arabic, and the desire of many of them to obtain a bachelor's degree that would enable them to take up jobs related to this specialization.

- The plans for the current undergraduate programs in this specialization (in Arab universities) are built to suit - in general - Arabic-speaking Arab students, and these plans did not take into account non-Arabic speaking students.

- The plans for the current bachelor programs are devoid of the necessary courses for non-Arabic speaking students, which are the various skill-level courses that train the student and help him to acquire a skill at a convincing or acceptable level in: reading, listening, speaking and writing, which are the most important aspects in showing indicators of proficiency in learning any foreign language.

- The plans for the current undergraduate programs include quite a few literary and intellectual courses that require - in most cases - a level much higher than that of a non-Arabic speaking student in order to understand the contents of these courses in their references and sources.
The experience of teaching the current BA program plan - for decades - has led to the graduation of a large number of non-Arabic speaking students who do not have the competence to use Arabic in expressing life and study matters.

**Vision:**

Leadership and distinction in awarding a bachelor's degree in Arabic language and literature to non-Arabic speakers.

**Mission:**

Excellence in preparing students belonging to this program from non-Arabic speakers, and enabling them to acquire the Arabic language in a way that contributes to supplementing the various fields of work in non-Arab countries with graduates who have effective language competence: skillfully and academically.

**Program Goals:**

1. Providing students with the necessary communication skills and linguistic competencies and developing them in an environment based on self-learning and collaborative.

2. Linking the Arabic language emotionally and mentally for non-Arab learners

3. Enhancing the belief in the universality of the Arabic language for non-native learners.

4. The international labor market will be increased by non-Arab graduates who have effective competence in the Arabic language

5. Developing the culture of dialogue with others and opening up to them and their civilization.
Program outcomes:

This program has a special nature as it is characterized by the skill aspects, and is not compatible in its fields with the areas of knowledge approved in the "Bachelor of Arabic Language and Literature" program in the Arabic language departments in Jordanian universities. Therefore, we expect that the student, upon completion of the courses in the program, will be able to:

1- Demonstrating an effective competence in using contemporary fluent Arabic in the fields of reading, writing, speaking and speaking.

2- Using the Arabic language to express his needs and the needs of the labor market - in writing, reading and speaking.

3- Understanding the relationship of Arab culture with human cultures, and the amount of benefit through creative interaction.

4- Effective application of the acquired skills in different situations.
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